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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  electrochemical  properties  of  various  carbon  materials  (graphite  and  hard  carbon)  have  been  inves-
tigated  for  use  as  a negative  electrode  for  Li-ion  capacitors.  The  rate  capabilities  of  the  carbon  electrodes
are  tested  up  to  40C  using  both  half  and  full cell  configurations.  It  is  found  that  the  capacitance  of  the
hard  carbon  material  at 40C  could  be maintained  up  to 70%  of  that  at 0.2C  in  full  cells  with  an  activated
carbon  positive  electrode,  which  is  the  best  among  the  carbon  materials.  The  cycle  performance  of  the
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hard carbon  demonstrates  that  the  initial  capacitance  is  retained  up to 83%  even  after  10,000  cycles.  The
outperforming  results  could  be  ascribed  to the  microstructure  of  hard  carbon,  which  indicates  that  hard
carbon  is more  suitable  as  negative  electrode  materials  for high  power  energy  storage  applications.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
ybrid capacitor

. Introduction

Recently, hybrid electrochemical capacitors (HECs) have been
roposed as a member of advanced capacitors. These HECs con-
ist of a faradaically rechargeable (battery type) electrode and

 polarizable (typical capacitor type) electrode. They are called
s an asymmetric capacitor as well because of their different
harge/discharge profiles resulted from the unique reaction mech-
nisms of each electrode. The nice features of HECs are a high
nergy density over electric double layer capacitors (EDLCs) and a
igh power density over battery systems. Among HECs, the lithium

on capacitor (LIC) is composed of a lithium-doped carbon nega-
ive electrode and an activated carbon positive electrode, which
s half a lithium ion battery (LIB) and half an EDLC. With LICs, it

ould be possible to aim at much larger energy density (more than
hree times) than EDLC without sacrificing the advantages of capac-
tors over batteries. Because of its competitive characteristics it is
xpected to be useful power sources for hybrid electric vehicles
HEVs) and electric vehicles (EV) [1–4].

In a LIC, the swing of lithium ion occurs in the carbon negative
lectrodes while anion ad/de-sorption reaction happens on the sur-

ace of the activated carbon positive electrode. The intercalation
eaction is much slower than the surface ad/de-sorption reac-
ion in general. Therefore, the characteristics of negative electrode

∗ Corresponding authors. Tel.: +82 31 789 7491; fax: +82 31 789 7499.
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materials will govern the power capability of LICs. The durability of
activated carbon has been proven by EDLC for such a long cycle life
(more than a few hundred thousand cycles) while most of carbon
materials have been characterized only for a few hundred cycles
in the LIB industry. There are many types of carbon materials that
could be used for the negative electrode material. Some previous
papers have reported the characteristics of carbon materials in a
specific view [5–9].

In this work, we have investigated the electrochemical proper-
ties of the most representative carbons such as natural graphite,
artificial graphite, and hard carbon as the negative electrode mate-
rials for LICs with various points of view. The characteristics of
carbon materials have been fully evaluated in designable energy,
high rate capability, and cycle durability for LIC applications using
four- and two-electrode systems.

2. Experimental

Commercial active materials were used for both positive
and negative electrodes as received. Detailed characteristics of
these materials are summarized in Table 1. A positive elec-
trode (PE) was  prepared by coating the mixture of activated
carbon (MSP20), a carbon additive (Super P), and poly(vinylidene
difluoride) (PVDF) as a binder by 80:10:10 mass ratio on an

Al mesh. For the negative electrode, three types of different
carbons (artificial graphite-MAG-Hitachi, natural graphite-DAG-
Sodiff, and hard carbon-Carbotron-Kureha) were used for active
materials. Negative electrodes (NE) were prepared by the same

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.08.081
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
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Table 1
Characteristic data of various carbon active materials for the negative electrode of Li-ion capacitors.

Name Particle size (�m) BET (m2 g−1) Tab density (g cm−3) Discharge capacity (mAh g−1) Initial efficiency (%)

MAG  21 3.2 0.61 350 92
DAG 18 2.3 1.01 

Carbotrons 10 2.3 0.86 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the four-electrode cell made of a glass beaker.

ethod that was used for the PE except active materials (var-
ous carbons), the ratio of mixture (70:20:10), and a Cu mesh.
oated electrodes were punched out in 12 mm (PE) and 14 mm
NE) diameter pieces, respectively. The active loading level of NE
as 1.5 mg  cm−2 (MAG and DAG) and 2.4 mg  cm−2 (Carbotron)
hile the one of PE was varied to obtain optimized cell design
arameter.

The electrochemical measurements were carried out by using
wo types of lab designed glass cells; a two-electrode cell for the
arbon NE tests and a four-electrode cell for the full cell tests as
hown in Fig. 1. A lithium metal foil (170 �m thick, Hosen) was
unched out in 14 mm diameter disc for a counter electrode (CE)

n a two-electrode cell and reference electrodes (RE1 and RE2) in
 four-electrode cell. The electrolyte solution was  1 M LiPF6 in 3:7
thylene carbonate/diethyl carbonate (EC/DEC) (PANAX ETEC). All
wo-electrode cells (Li vs. carbons) were conditioned by cycling
t 0.1C rate (10 h charge/10 h discharge) between the cut-off volt-
ge of 0.01 and 1.5 V (3 cycles) before any electrochemical tests.
he cells were cycled with constant current (CC)–constant volt-
ge (CV) charging condition which charges cells galvanostatically to
ut-off voltage (0.01 V vs. Li/Li+) followed by potentiostatic charge
ntil the current reaches 1% of the cell capacity. The characteris-
ics of LICs were measured using four-electrode cells. Pre-doping
rocess was carried out under the constant voltage condition of
0 mV  (RE2 vs. NE) for 1 h. Initial conditioning was  performed by
ycling at 0.1C rate between the cut-off voltage of 1.4 and 4.3 V (3
ycles, PE vs. NE). All electrochemical tests were performed using

 battery tester (MACCOR Series 4000 System) at ambient temper-
ture in a dry room, the controlled dew point of which was lower
han −55 ◦C.

Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) (JSM-
000F, JEOL) was used to observe the morphology of the carbon

aterials. Particle size and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) sur-

ace area/pore size distribution of active materials were measured
sing Malvern particle size analyzer and Micromeritics ASAP 2000,
espectively.
352 94
213 79

3. Results and discussion

The FE-SEM images of the carbon materials are displayed in
Fig. 2. It is observed that the graphite (MAG and DAG) samples have
potato-like morphologies with smooth surface while the hard car-
bon (Carbotron) sample shows an irregular shape with sharp edge.
In case of the graphite, small flakes observed in an enlarged image
indicate that the morphology control process has been applied to
produce this powder. It seems that the process level of perfec-
tion on the DAG is higher than that on the MAG  since the DAG
has more homogeneous potato shape if both samples have been
through the similar process. Unlike the graphite, hard carbon does
not have a common shape with well developed edges, which indi-
cates it was  pulverized without any further treatment after. The
physical parameters including average particle size and BET sur-
face area of the samples are summarized in Table 1 and the pore
size distribution of the materials is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 presents the voltage profiles of the carbon electrodes
for the first cycle. All three materials show their characteristic
electrochemical behavior on the reaction with lithium. For the
two  graphite electrodes (Fig. 4(a and b)), reversible capacities of
about 350 mA  h g−1 are delivered with initial columbic efficiencies
of 92–94%, which are close to the theoretical capacity of graphite
(372 mA  h g−1). During the first discharge process (Li intercalation
in half cell configuration with Li metal), the electrodes have slop-
ing profiles from 0.8 to 0.15 V (vs. Li/Li+), which are related to
the formation of solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) films. It is well
known that the SEI film plays a role to protect the graphite sur-
faces for further cycles although it irreversibly consumes some
amount of charges [8].  Below 0.15 V, relatively flat plateaus are
observed, which indicates stepwise Li intercalation into graphite.
This staging phenomenon can be explained by noting that the stage
index, which is the number of graphene layers between two  nearest
guest (Li) layers, is gradually decreasing through each plateau. The
plateaus indicate two-phase reactions, which mean the coexistence
of different two phases at each stage [8].  In the subsequent charge
process, plateaus are also observed at around 0.2 V for both elec-
trodes, which demonstrates that the reversible Li de-intercalation
from graphite occurs. On the other hand, the hard carbon elec-
trode has a reversible capacity of ca. 213 mA h g−1 with an initial
coulombic efficiency of 79% (Fig. 4(c)). The voltage profile of the
hard carbon electrode differs greatly from those of graphite elec-
trodes. The intercalation of Li+ begins at 1.2 V and the curve is
sloping down without showing any noticeable plateau. This typi-
cal feature could be attributed to the disordered crystal structure of
hard carbon [8–12]. Hard carbon materials generally have the disor-
dered structure consisting of cross-linked carbon sheets (graphene
layers), which leads high irreversible capacities, sloping profiles,
and high rate capability. It was  reported that the sloping voltage
profiles are favorable for fast Li+ insertion/deinsertion [10,11] and
easy monitoring of state-of-charge in cells [12].

The rate characteristics of the carbon electrodes are plotted as
a function of the C-rate in Fig. 5. The gravimetric de-intercalation
capacities were normalized against that of the same electrode at

the slowest C rate (0.2C). For the graphite samples, as the C rate
increases the capacity retention decreases drastically after 10C. In
contrast, the normalized capacity of the hard carbon electrode is
maintained pretty well up to 20C rate. It can be ascribed to the
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Fig. 2. FE-SEM images of various carb

icrostructure of the carbons. Hard carbon is comprised of smaller
ieces of carbon (graphene) layers than those of graphite, which
esults in enabling a faster solid ionic diffusion process in carbon
attices [8,11,12]. Thus, it is found that the rate capability of hard
arbon outperforms that of graphite materials. And it seems that
he physical parameters of the commercial carbon materials such
s particle size, BET surface area, and pore size distribution are not
ery influential at the high rates.

To characterize the full cell performance of these carbon mate-
ials, electrodes were designed based on gravimetric capacity of
ctive materials. For the asymmetric capacitors, the two-electrode

ull cell capacitance, Ccell (F g−1) is expressed below [13]:

CcellWcell)
−1 = (C+W+)−1 + (C−W−)−1 (1)
wders; MAG, DAG, and hard carbon.

where W is the mass of the active materials (g), Wcell = W+ + W−,
and the subscripts, + and − mean positive and negative electrodes,
respectively. The theoretical cell capacitances were calculated as
a function of the mass ratio (MR), W+/(W+ + W−), using the half
cell capacitances of the MSP20 cathode material and the car-
bon anode materials. As shown in Fig. 6, the simulation results
are presented, where the specific capacitances are 156 F g−1 for
the MSP20 cathode, 264 F g−1 for the hard carbon (Carbontron)
electrode, 434 F g−1 for MAG, and 437 F g−1 for DAG (potential
range: 1.4–4.3 V). The maximum cell capacitance was  achieved
in the range of W+/(W+ + W−) = 0.55–0.65, which shows typical

asymmetric behaviors while a symmetric EDLC has the value of
W+/(W+ + W−) = 0.5. The mass ratio range for maximum cell capac-
itance was  selected to investigate the characteristics of full cells for
each carbon material.
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1.5–3.9 at 10C rate. The comparison of three materials reveals
ig. 3. Pore size distribution of various carbon powders; MAG, DAG, and hard car-
on.

Fig. 7 shows various discharge voltage profiles for the cells fab-
icated with different carbon electrodes. Three voltage profiles for
ach cell were presented where the profiles are from a full cell (left
ide), a positive electrode (right upper), and a negative electrode
right lower). The four-electrode cell configuration was  used, which
as an individual reference electrode to a positive and a negative
lectrode, respectively. The discharge profiles were recorded for
arious electrodes which have different mass ratios of positive and
egative electrodes. As shown in Fig. 7(a and b), graphite materials
ave the similar behavior each other. When the amount of the posi-
ive active material (activated carbon) is relatively small, the shapes
f the profiles depend on those of positive electrodes because the
ischarge current is limited by the amount of activated carbon. As
he relative amount of the positive active material increases to more
han 0.65 in the mass ratio, the voltage curves are affected by the
lectrochemical behavior of the negative active materials, which
ave abrupt changes of profiles at the end of discharge. The mass
atio of both electrode materials is found to have an influence on
he electrochemical behavior of Li-ion capacitors. When the hard
arbon material is employed as negative electrodes in the full cell
est, the voltage curves are presented in Fig. 7(c). The tendency of
he profile variation is similar to the graphite materials. When the

ass ratio is greater than 0.63, the curve shape of the hard carbon is
eflected on the profiles of the full cells. It is obvious that the mass
atio of positive and negative electrodes is important for control-
ing the electrochemical behavior of Li-ion capacitors. The optimum
atios for cell capacitance could be tailored under the consideration
f cell operating voltage.

To compare the rate capability of the carbon materials, the
etention ratio of the capacitance values is plotted as a function
f C-rate in Fig. 8. The capacitance was normalized with respect to
he C-rate of the same electrode at the slowest rate of 0.2C in this
tudy. For the electrodes having the mass ratio of 0.63, the graphite
aterials (MAG and DAG) show 26–29% retention at 40C while the

apacitance of the hard carbon is maintained up to about 70% at the
ame rate. The better rate capability of the hard carbon electrode
ould be attributed to the disordered microstructure consisting of
ross-linked carbon layers, which may  lead fast Li+ insertion and
xtraction processes. It was reported that the amorphous nature
nd isotropic texture of hard carbons are advantageous for high
ower Li-ion batteries [12]. This rate characteristic of hard carbon

s also more favorable for high power Li-ion capacitor applications
ompared to graphite materials.

The Ragone plots for the full cells are illustrated in Fig. 9, which

ere obtained by calculating the power and energy density from

he rate capability results. The mass of both electrode (cathode and
node) active materials is only considered for the calculation. As
Fig. 4. Voltage profiles for electrodes prepared with (a) MAG, (b) DAG, and (c) hard
carbon as active materials during initial charge (Li intercalation) and discharge (de-
intercalation).

expected, at the low power density range of 10–1000 W kg−1, the
full cells employing graphite anodes have better energy density at
the same power density because the anodes have higher capac-
itance at the low rates. With increasing power density, the cells
having hard carbon anodes demonstrate better power and energy
density owing to the rate characteristics of hard carbon.

Fig. 10 shows the cycle performance of the full cells employ-
ing activated carbon as a positive electrode material and various
carbon materials (graphite and hard carbon) as a negative elec-
trode material. All the cells were tested in the voltage range of
that the hard carbon has the best cycle life performance up to
10,000 cycles in terms of the capacitance retention. It is found
that the capacitance of the hard carbon material could be retained
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ig. 5. Rate characteristics of the carbon electrodes evaluated with half-cell config-
ration.

p to about 83% while the graphite materials (DAG and MAG)

as the retention ratios of about 41 and 29% after 10,000 cycles,
espectively. It indicates that the microstructure of hard car-
on is more stable after the long term cycling, which enables to
eet a requirement for capacitors. Based on the evaluation of the

Fig. 7. Changes in the voltage of four-electrode cells having different 
Fig. 6. Comparison of simulated cell capacity.

electrochemical properties (rate performance and cycle life) of var-
ious carbon materials, it is concluded that the hard carbon material

is more suitable as a negative electrode material for high power
Li-ion capacitors.

types of carbon anodes: (a) MAG, (b) DAG, and (c) hard carbon.
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Fig. 8. Rate capability of full cells employing various carbon anodes.

Fig. 9. Ragone plots of power density vs. energy density for full cells employing
various carbon anodes.

Fig. 10. Cycle performance of full cells employing various carbon anodes.
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4. Conclusions

The electrochemical characteristics of the various carbon mate-
rials (graphite and hard carbon) have been evaluated for use as a
negative electrode for Li-ion capacitors. Rate capability and cycle
performance of the materials were compared using half and full
cell configurations, respectively. The hard carbon material showed
the best rate capability of about 70% retention (40C/0.2C in full
cells with activated carbon cathode) and cycle life performance
of about 83% retention after 10,000 cycles. For Li-ion capaci-
tors, hard carbon is more suitable in terms of rate capability and
cycle performance, which are core requirements of high power
applications.
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